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Abstract: This paper aims to locate p resources in a nonconvex demand plane having n demand points. The objective
of the location problem is to find the location for these p resources so that the distance from each of n demand points
to its nearest resource is minimized, thus simulating a p -center problem. We employ various geometrical structures for
solving this location problem. The suggested approach is also capable of finding the optimal value of p so that all demand
points have at least one resource at a distance ∆ , where ∆ is the maximum permissible distance for emergency services.
Finally, an implementation of the proposed approach is presented and it is observed that the suggested approach rapidly
converges towards the optimal location.
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1. Introduction
The p -center location problem is considered to be an important variant of location problems. The objective
here is to minimize the maximum distance for every demand point to its nearest facility. At the same time,
it also ensures that all ndemand points in the region should be served by at least one facility. The p-center
problem has had fundamental applications in a wide range of areas for a long time. It can be used for finding
the best location of emergency or business facilities such as industrial factories and ambulance or fire stations.
Another application of p-center is to identify locations for building servers in telecommunication systems and
computer networks [1]. Thus, this area has long been a prime focus of researchers [2,3].
As a p -center is an NP-complete problem [4], it has always been a prospective area for research. Various
heuristics and approximation algorithms have been proposed over time to solve the problem. Research is still
ongoing for solving multiple variants of the problem like continuous or discrete location problems [5]. The
location problem is continuous if the set of candidate locations for the facility is infinite. On the other hand,
selecting a location among finite candidate locations is called a discrete location problem [6,7].
If D = {p1 , p2 , . . . pn } is a set of n demand points in the plane, the objective is to find p centers
C = {c1 , c2 , . . . cp } such that the maximum distance for all demand points to their closest resources is
minimized [8]. The formal definition of the p -center problem is: given n demand points on a network and
a weight wi associated with each demand point for i = {1, 2 . . . n} , find p locations pi for new facilities on
the plane that minimize the maximum weighted Euclidean distance between each demand point and its closest
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facility. The following mathematical formulation was given for the p-center problem [9]:
{
{
}}
z(c) = min
max
min d (pi , cj )
,
1≤j≤p

1≤i≤n

1≤j≤p

(1)

where d (pi , cj ) represents the Euclidean distance between demand point pi and facility cj and is defined as
√
2
2
d (p, q) = (px − qx ) + (py − qy ) .
For diﬀerent variants of the p-center problem, various algorithms have been proposed by researchers. For
√

the continuous p -center problem, the best algorithm of the order of O(n p ) was proposed in [10]. The 1 -center
(
)
and 2 -center problems were discussed in [10,11] and run in O n2 log 2 n time.
In a polygonal p-center, the demand plane is represented by a simple polygon that results in some
restrictions for placing resources. These restrictions in the location of resources occur due to inconsistency
in Euclidean distance and realistic distance. The convex polygonal demand plane can be treated in a similar
manner to the basic p -center problem and therefore does not necessitate further elaboration. On the other
hand, a polygon consisting of any nonconvex vertex requires a more focused approach for the p -center, thus
making the polygonal p -center problem diﬀerent from the p -center problem.
Computational geometry, since its inception, has been closely related to solving the location problem in
alliance with other approaches and heuristics. Over time it has helped to solve all variations of the location
problem and eventually it was accepted as an eﬃcient and eﬀective choice for solving spatial problems. In [12,13]
the p−center was considered for demand planes depicted by graphs and trees, such as client/server problems.
This paper attempts to solve the polygonal p-center problem with the help of various computational geometric
structures. Here the terms ‘resource’ and ‘facility’ have been used interchangeably throughout the paper.
The paper is divided into five sections. Section 2 discusses the p -center problem and a relevant literature
survey. Section 3 focuses on the polygonal p -center problem and how various researchers have addressed it.
Section 4 introduces various geometric structures and their association with location problems for the polygonal
p−center. Section 5 discusses the proposed approach for polygonal p -center problems and illustrations of it are
shown in Section 6. Section 7 concludes the paper and gives the future scope for research.
2. The p-center problem
The objective of the p -center problem is to minimize the coverage distance such that every demand node has at
least one facility within a radius of threshold ∆ (distance). The p -center problem is also known as the minimax
problem as the goal is to minimize the maximum distance between a demand node and its nearest facility, i.e.
the p -radius. Figure 1 illustrates the 3-center problem, where asterisks and hexagons represent facilities and
demand points, respectively. The circle represents the region/area within which all demand points are served
by the corresponding facility.
Here, the objective is to minimize the maximum distance between a demand point and its closest facility
represented by the value of variable z in Eq. (1). The most important aspect of the p -center problem is based
on the findings of Drezner et al. [14]. As per [14], any distance beyond threshold ∆ is assumed to be constant.
The p -center finds its major applications in the area of emergency services. Consider a scenario of a fire brigade
service; here the service provided is beneficial if and only if it is received within the stipulated time (represented
by threshold ∆), failing which the service becomes ineﬀectual. This is demonstrated by considering the location
of p circular disks of maximum radius z (threshold ∆) centered at p locations such that all n demand points
are covered by at least one disk [15].
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2.1. Polygonal p-center
In a polygonal p-center, the demand plane is assumed to be a simple polygon. When all the vertices of the
polygon are convex then the polygonal p -center can be attempted in a similar manner to the basic p-center
problem and hence no further elaboration is required. On the other hand, a polygon having even a single
nonconvex vertex needs a more focused approach as the Euclidean distances may not be equivalent to the
feasible distance whenever a nonconvex vertex appears in the path. In a polygonal p -center, the polygon may
represent any region, e.g., an island or a boundary, where facilities are to be located.
The polygonalp -center problem can be represented by Figure 2; here the actual distance between demand
point ci and facility X is shown by a solid line, which is apparently diﬀerent from the Euclidean distance shown
by a dashed line. This feasible distance shown by the solid line in Figure 2 is called the geodesic distance or
geodesic path. Several algorithms exist to find the geodesic path for a pair of vertices in a simple polygon
consisting of nonconvex vertices [16,17].

- Resource
- Demand point

X

Demand Point
Figure 1. Illustrating the 3-center problem.

Ci

Facility

Figure 2. Illustration of polygonal p -center problem.

In this paper we use geodesic center Gc of a simple polygon. Gc is a point inside the polygon that
minimizes the maximum distance to any point in the polygon. Gc is the midpoint of the geodesic diameter of
a polygon, which is the length of the geodesic path of the two most distant vertices in the polygon [16]. As
shown in Figure 3, the solid line represents the boundary of the simple polygon with some nonconvex vertices.
The dotted line in Figure 3 represents the geodesic path between two pairs of the most distant vertices while
the diamond represents the geodesic center of the polygon. According to the definition of the geodesic center
of the polygon, all demand points in the polygon will lie at a maximum distance of the geodesic center of the
polygon.
In [16], an algorithm was proposed to find the geodesic center in O(nlogn) time. For the 1 -center problem
in a polygonal plane, the facility must be located at the geodesic center of the polygon and thus the geodesic
diameter is twice the p -radius.

3. Computational geometry in a p-center
Computational geometry is able to deal with spatial problems in an eﬃcient and eﬀective manner with the
help of various geometric structures and thus has been extensively used for solving location problems since its
inception. The utilization of computational geometry for solving diﬀerent variations of location problems has
escalated as a result of evolutions in computational geometric algorithms. Knowledge of the demand location
allows using the geometric properties to identify a set of candidate facility sites in continuous space containing
a subset of p sites that maximize coverage [17]. Although facilities are permitted to be located in continuous
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Figure 3. Geodesic diameter and geodesic center of a polygon.

Figure 4. Illustration of demand points and Voronoi region for resources.

space, a discrete location model can also be implemented using spatial properties of demand locations. This
results in geometric structures of demand points serving as the best choice for solving p -center problems. This
section gives a brief overview of the Voronoi diagram, a popular computational geometry structure, followed by
its dual Delaunay triangulation.
3.1. Voronoi diagram
This is one of the most popular and practical geometric structures that can be utilized for solving various
location problems. The Voronoi diagram is based on set of demand points in a d-dimensional plane where these
points are divided into various groups based on their distance to the nearest resource [18,19].
Definition 1 Let P = {p1 , p2 . . . pn } be a set of n distinct points in the plane. The Voronoi diagram (VD)
of P is the subdivision of the plane into n cells, one for each site. A point q lies in the Voronoi region V Ri
corresponding to a site pi ∈ P if and only if distance (q, pi ) < distance (q, pj ) for each pi ∈ P, j ̸= i The
Voronoi diagram of D , i.e. V D(D), may also be defined as the union of Voronoi regions of all the points in
P , i.e.
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Figure 5. a) A case of the selected region having one Delaunay neighbor; b) moving towards a farther demand point
along the geodesic path.

Number of resources (p)
Figure 6. a) Number of iterations; b) rate of convergence.

V D (P ) = ∪{V Ri | for all pi ∈ P } .
Fortune’s algorithm [20] can construct the V D of n points in O(n log n) time complexity. The same can be
used to determine the nearest and reverse nearest query point in O(log n) time. The Voronoi diagram, being a
spatial decomposition based on locations of resources, can be used for allocation of demand points to the nearest
facilities. Demand points in Voronoi region V Ri can be used for the capacitated facility location as facility
Pi should be capable of providing service to all demand points in V Ri . In particular, Suzuki and Okabe [21]
proposed a Voronoi diagram-based heuristic to solve the continuous p -center problem. The proposed Voronoi
diagram-based heuristic (VDH) for attempting the continuous space p -center problem consists of the following
steps [21]:
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1. Generate p centers randomly in A as an initial configuration of location sites.
2. Construct the Voronoi diagram generated by the p centers.
3. Compute the center of each Voronoi polygon (a 1 -center problem).
4. If no center has moved more than a prespecified tolerance, or the maximum number of iterations is
exceeded, stop. Otherwise, go to Step 2.
Furthermore, in basic p -center problems, it is obvious that all demand points in the ith Voronoi region,
V Ri , will definitely use the corresponding ith facility, pi , because it is the closest facility. Since V Ri is convex,
the farthest demand point from facility pi will lie at its boundary, thus determining the radius of Voronoi region
V Ri . This radius of V Ri is minimized by placement of a facility near the center of the corresponding Voronoi
region. On the contrary, a polygonal p -center is a nonconvex optimization problem. Therefore, it still remains
a challenge to find the global optimal solution [22,23].
Here, due to the nonconvexity of Voronoi regions, a large number of vertices may be encountered during
the iterations of the VDH. The repeated execution of the 1-center significantly increases the computation
time of the VDH for nonconvex polygons [24]. This necessitates the 1 -center algorithm for nonconvex regions
to eﬃciently execute the polygonal p -center problem and this paper proposes an approach for the same. The
proposed approach uses geometric structures of the demand points present in the demand plane. The considered
demand plane is a nonconvex polygon without holes. Therefore, facilities can be located anywhere in the demand
plane, which is a nonconstrained version of the problem.
3.2. Delaunay triangulation
A Delaunay triangulation is a dual of a Voronoi diagram. In a Delaunay triangulation, two Voronoi sites pi and
pj are connected by an arc if and only if V R (pi ) and V R (pj ) are bounded by a common Voronoi edge. The
proposed approach uses Delaunay triangulation to improve initial solutions during iterations of the algorithm.
Usage of Delaunay triangulation helps in significantly reducing the number of iterations.
4. Proposed approach
This section focuses on the main part of the paper. Here an eﬃcient approach has been proposed for solving
the polygonal p -center problem using spatial structures of the demand points. The proposed approach uses
the Voronoi diagram and Delaunay triangulation of the demand points to optimally locate p resources in a
polygonal region during iterations of the algorithm. As already discussed, the distance will definitely be the
geodesic distance Gc in contrast to the Euclidean distance. Here Gc coincides with the 1 -center problem and
therefore this radius is equivalent to the geodesic radius.
In the literature, it is apparent that each resource lies within the convex hull of the demand point
(CH(D)) for all variants of the location problem [8]. Usage of the convex hull limits the possibilities for
locations of resources and thus reduces the complexity. The convex hull of the demand points is the minimum
enclosing polygon that encloses all demand points. The proposed polygonal p -center approach is as follows:
In the proposed approach Step 1 constructs the convex hull C of the demand points as no resource should
lie outside C . Step 2 randomly selects initial locations for p resources. The Voronoi diagram and Delaunay
triangulations of these p locations are constructed in Step 3 and Step 4, respectively. Step 5 finds the demand
points in the Voronoi region for each resource. It helps to find the geodesic radius for each resource in Step 6.
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Proposed algorithm for polygonal p-center problem
1. Construct convex hull C of the demand points in the region
2. Randomly select p demand points as initial solution for the resources
C = {c1 ,c2 . . .cp }
3. Generate Voronoi diagram VD(C ) in the constrained region
4. Generate Delaunay triangulation T (C )
5. For each facility i
Assign all demand points in Voronoi region VR(ci ) to set Si
6. For each set Si
Dist i = max{rmin i for all members in the set Si }
7. DIST = max {Dist i } for all facilities
8. if DIST > threshold then Diﬀ = DIST − threshold
9. For p = 1 or 2 move resource ci having Dist i = DIST towards Gc by
Diﬀ provided it does not leave C
else
Move resource Ci having Dist i = DIST towards longest edge in T (C ) by Diﬀ provided it does
not leave C
10. If resource Ci has only one edge in T (C ) then move resource Ci towards farthest demand point
by Diﬀ provided it does not leave C Reconstruct the Voronoi diagram VD and Delaunay
triangulation T
11. Repeat Step 5 until termination condition holds
12. If termination condition does not hold for a specific number of iterations, increment the value of p
and repeat Step 2
Further steps ensure that the geodesic radius for any resource does not exceed the threshold ∆ . Any resource
having its geodesic radius more than the threshold ∆ is chosen for relocation. Delaunay triangulation is then
used to find the direction of relocation of the selected resource. The magnitude of relocation is obtained using ∆
in Step 8. The algorithm iterates until termination conditions are encountered. Furthermore, if the algorithm
terminates with any demand point having no resource in the circle of radius threshold ∆ , the value of p is then
incremented and the process is repeated for the modified value of p .
Thus, the proposed algorithm can also be used to find minimal p as it is a significant cost-influencing
factor. The initial value of p can be set to any arbitrary value, even to 1, and can be further increased if
required, thus finding an optimal number of resources.
In the proposed approach, Step 1 constructs the convex hull of the demand points. Well-known methods
for the convex hull in Θ (n log n) are available in the literature. It is then followed by random selection of
ppoints as an initial solution, which is used for construction of the Voronoi diagram. The complexity of the
Voronoi diagram for ppoints is Θ(p log p) where p ≪ n. As suggested in the approach, these initial solutions
are improved using Delaunay triangulations during iterations of the approach. The Delaunay triangulation used
in Step 4 of the algorithm is the dual of the Voronoi diagram and thus needs no extra computation.
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As demand points in the region are static, this static nature of demand points can be used to generate
the range tree. Generation of the range tree helps in finding all demand points in VRi for each resource ci in
O (log n) time. According to the suggested approach, shifting of any resource necessitates regeneration of the
Voronoi diagram. It does not require regenerating the complete Voronoi diagram. The reason is that it only
aﬀects the Voronoi region found in Step 6 and its neighboring Voronoi regions.
Numbers of iterations here are reasonably small due to the higher rate of convergence. This higher rate
of convergence is achieved using Diﬀ as the magnitude of movement for the selected resource. Global selection
of candidate resources for movement also helps in achieving higher rates of convergence. Thus, the proposed
approach is a polynomial time method for the p -center in nonconvex polygons.
4.1. Illustration of the proposed algorithm
This section illustrates the proposed algorithm for a nonconvex region. Here demand points (n) and resources
(p) are considered to be 50 and 5, respectively, as shown in Figure 4. The outer polygon represents the nonconvex
polygon under consideration while the inner polygon represents the convex hull of the demand points. As already
discussed, no resource lies outside the convex hull. Demand points are shown by the + symbol and a + symbol
enclosed by an ellipse represents the initial location of resources in Figure 4. As discussed above, chosen p
locations are used to construct the Voronoi diagram (VD). This Voronoi diagram is represented by spatial
decomposition in Figure 4. All demand points in VRi will be allocated to resource pi as it is their nearest
facility.
Figure 5a represents the farthest demand point for p1 using a circle and the corresponding geodesic radius.
Now, as stated in the algorithm, the resource having maximum geodesic radius is selected for movement; thus,
resource p1 is selected during the current iteration as shown in Figure 5a. Now Delaunay triangulation T is
used for movement of the selected resource. As per the spatial decomposition, selected resource p1 has only
one neighboring Voronoi region and therefore p1 has only one edge in the corresponding T . Hence, it is moved
towards the farthest demand point in VR1 by a magnitude equal to the diﬀerence of the geodesic radius and
threshold ∆ (VAL). This movement takes place along the geodesic path, as shown in Figure 5b.
The process continues until any resource has its geodesic radius not exceeding threshold ∆ . This process
will be executed until termination conditions hold.
5. Simulation and results
The above algorithm has been simulated to explain its working for n = 80 demand points and p = 5 resources.
The threshold value ∆ has been set to 170. The randomly generated initial solution is shown in Figure 4. The
initial solution converges towards optimal locations during iterations of the algorithm.
During an iteration of the algorithm, the radius of each existing resource in C is calculated. This radius
disti of resource ci represents the distance from ci to the farthest demand point in VRi . The radius disti
for i = {1, 2 . . . p} is shown in Table 1 during iterations of the algorithm. From Table 1, we see that during the
first iteration dist5 is largest, which requires moving resource p5 . Finding the direction of movement requires
determining the longest edge in Delaunay triangulation. The length of Delaunay edges is given in Table 2.
Using Tables 1 and 2, it is determined that p5 should be moved towards p3 by 61 (Diﬀ for the first iteration).
The numbers marked in bold in Table 1 thus determine the resource to be moved while bolded numbers
in Table 2 determine the direction of movement for the selected resource. The values in parentheses in Table
1 represent the number of demand points in VRi of pi during that iteration. This represents the number of
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Table 1. Radius for each resource in the 5-center problem and number of demand points allocated to each resource.

Iter. Dist1
Dist2
1
125.92(12) 108.78(15)
→Number of resources (p)
2
125.92(17) 108.78(14)

Dist3
123.49(19)

3

125.92(20)

107.32(15)

140.13(24)

4

125.92(20)

107.32(15)

140.13(23)

140.13(20)

Dist4
197.04(11)

Dist5
DIST
Diﬀ
231(23)
231
61
Resource p5 needs to be moved
197.04(11)
208.03(25) 208.03 38.03
Resource p5 needs to be moved
197.04(11) 134.43(20)
197.04 27.04
Resource p4 needs to be moved
170(12)
134.43(20)
170
0
No further movements are required

Table 2. Length of edges in Delaunay triangulations, thus determining the direction of movement for resources obtained
from Table 1.

Iter.
1
2
3

What to move P1
P2
P3
P4 P5
P5
179.06
151.82 207.32 X
X
Resource p5 moved in the direction of p3
P5
193.17 105.06 110.44
X
X
Resource p5 moved in the direction of p1
P4
X
X
56.32*
X
X
Resource p4 moved towards farthest demand point

*Represents only one edge in the Delaunay triangulation.

demand points allocated to each resource. During iteration of the algorithms, the resources continuously change
their locations, thus changing the number of demand points in VRi.
The same process is repeated during subsequent iterations of the algorithm. Using Tables 1 and 2, the
selected resource is moved towards a particular direction by Dif f . It is observed from the illustration that
Dif f significantly converges to zero, thus reducing the number of iterations. As shown, Dif f converges from
61 to 0 in four iterations only.
Thus, we have successfully simulated the proposed algorithm. Contrary to existing approaches, it is seen
that the initial solution rapidly converges towards an optimal solution in the proposed approach [9,13]. During
comparative analysis, it is observed that the proposed approach outperforms the existing approach [9]. The
results of comparison are shown in Figure 6. Figures 6a and 6b illustrate the number of iterations and rate of
convergence, respectively.
6. Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we have implemented the p-center for the nonconvex demand region. The proposed approach
utilizes geometric structures like the Voronoi diagram and Delaunay triangulation of the demand points. An
algorithm has been proposed and illustrated for the same. It is observed that the proposed algorithm outperforms
the existing approach. It is also observed that using Diﬀ as the magnitude of movement results in a higher
convergence rate. The proposed algorithm is also capable of estimating an optimal value of p for p-center
problems. The work can be further extended to reduce the number of iterations by estimating initial solutions,
thus further reducing the execution time of the algorithm. The proposed approach can also be extended in the
direction of solving the polygonal p -center with constraints.
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